Standard Humanism and Worldwide Standard Human Society
In reality and action (Before establishing the Worldwide Standard Human Society)
Before establishing the Worldwide Standard Human Society – and its worldwide administration by the
participation of the all countries and international organizations – in each country and city, by the will of those
who love to change or improve their life according to Standard Humanism, the primary and temporary centers
of WSHS can be established, in order to start the perfect changes of human life which all of us are waiting
for…, to change and improve our societies and all our having from all its failures to what we really deserve!
(These centers as NGOs according to the laws of any recognized country can be formed by the name of:
"Standard Humanism Center" by the professors of universities or recognized persons, after acceptance and
allowance letter from Dariush GH DASTJERDI: founder of Standard Humanism…).
In all the primary centers of the Worldwide Standard Human Society because of the special insistence of
Standard Humanism to just follow The Law, there would be only one president which is The Book of Standard
Humanism… and not any specific person as the president of the center!
There are the presiding committees in each center consisting of 15 high standard and recognized members from
among the professors of universities, all equal and friendly working (From each of the five departments of the
center three persons = total 15).
In each of the five departments there would be about 50 members to follow the tasks of their department
according to what in the chapter four of the book… are mentioned and traced:
1/ in the Department of politics and administration, members will work to lobby for doing any positive
changes in their political system according to the proposed political system of Standard Humanism; watch the
human rights of people, environment etc.
2/ in the Department of religions and beliefs, they will work for adopting The Five Principles of Standard
Humanism by the people of their territory, in order to dedicate peace and understanding to societies ….
3/ Department of cultures and beauties of our life, will work for the correcting of the structures of the cities,
architecture of the cities, and also on the traditions, ceremonies, costumes, foods of their territory etc.
4/ Department of economics and trades, will work for job-creating, and elimination of poverty etc.
5/ Department of knowledge and sciences, to eliminate illiteracy and work for public health etc.
In each center there is an administering and financial section, to find financial resources in order to run and
support the affairs of the center.
The importance and acceptability of managerial system of Standard Humanism is: a/ covers and realizes all the
aspects of human life just at one glance…; b/ because of its pure and perfect world-view makes it loveable in
the heart of people of any country by any race, religion and nationality to trust Standard Humanism and adopt it,
and live with it; as Standard Humanism supports all of their having of life purely and perfectly.
Before establishing Worldwide Standard Human Society! One headquarters in India, USA and Europe will be
established to watch and guide the worldwide centers in their tasks ….
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